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   DESIGN CHALLENGE 

How can we create new & engaging 
connections with young consumers, more often 
in a mobile-native experience with Red Bull’s 
current & new touchpoints?
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Think beyond the device to 
create best Immersive 
Experience for users”

“Set up intention questions 
first” 

“Think global, design local is 
what Premium UX is”

DAVID GRAU
Design Lead, UX/UI  @Red Bull since 2016

Designs award-winning experiences across mobile, web, video 
& print for some of the most iconic brands in the world. 

His team of experienced designers & researches at Red Bull 
are seeking for new & effective ways to connect & grow Red 
Bull TV audience through value & personalization. 

Focused on community outreach, immersive experiences, & 
tailoring Red Bull TV app to users for a more meaningful 
relationship. 

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEW



SECONDARY RESEARCH: INSIGHTS 

IMAGE AND 
SUMMARY

Personalized welcoming 
page

User to customize their 
account with content 
they are interested 
most

Recommendation 
engine to tailor account 
to user’s interests

History of watched & 
liked videos

Return buttons



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS (MARKET POSITION)

Red Bull advantages: the company’s 
large size and volume of products sold, 
customer loyalty, years on market,  its 
strong financial status, & the use of non 
traditional ways to reach their target 
audience.

It targets a very specific group of people -  
young individuals who are passionate 
about extreme sports.  The message “Red 
Bull gives you wings” is well received by its 
customers. 

The main product weakness: health 
concerns related to consuming energy 
drinks. Drinking Red Bull is associated with 
potential of increasing the risk for chronic 
health problems. Yerba Mate has an 
advantage in this since their product is 
known to be made from “natural 
ingredients”. 



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS (APP FEATURES)

The main insight from 
comparing Red Bull app with 
YouTube, Netflix, and Hulu apps is 
how weak personalization is on the 
Red Bull app.  

It lacks many features that could 
make the app more personable. 
However, the customer rating for 
the Red Bull app is higher for the 
others at 4.8 but I find that it is 
mostly due to the fact that their 
target audience segment is very 
narrow & dedicated.

The lack of personalization can be 
explained when we compare time 
of market.  



HOMEPAGE NAVIGATION ACCESSIBILITY CONTENT 
QUALITY

VISUAL 
DESIGN

FEATURES & 
FUNCTIONALITY

Easy to 
navigate

Confusing 
overwhelming

Loads quickly Headings clear & 
descriptive

Styles & colors 
consistent

Some special features

Logo only on 
homepage

Concise main 
labels & sub lbls

Easy to read text Content clear & 
appropriate 

Look & feel fit 
the brand

Functionality is 
questionable  

No tagline Too many menu 
items

No ALT tags Can be 
understood by 
non-expert

Visual design 
supports the 
usability

Efficient use of 
the HP real 
estate

Easy to see 
what’s clickable 

Easy to use on 
phone & tablet

Friendly content 
tone - fits the 
brand

Emphasis used 
sparingly

Easy to see 
what can do 
on the site

No areas for 
specific types of 
audience

Visuals are 
fresh/
differentiating

HEURISTIC EVALUATION SUMMARY
 



INTERVIEW Guide 



PARTICIPATORY OBSERVATION Notes



PERSONA

Valery Romo, 25 y/o, Single
Consultant at Marketing Agency

“I like sharing 
experiences with 
people who have 
similar interests”

MAIN GOALS

Help strengthen 
communication 
line between 
business & 
design

Live balanced life

PAIN POINTS

Workaholic
Little leisure time
Trouble relaxing
Unbalanced 
professional/home 
life

NEEDS

Relax 
Workout
Have Fun
Travel
Find a partner



DOMAIN EXPERT INTERVIEW

Hanna Ushamskaya 
Sr. Marketing Manager at a mid sized Tech company

Via phone call

“Walk user through the 
world of Red Bull”

“Why people would want 
to come back & want to 
install the app?”

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Make the experience more customizable to 
each user’s interests and search history

Make things discoverable & events more 
engaging

New users onboarding

Think about how you can maximize all the 
features Red Bull currently has to engage 
users with the app

PAIN POINTS

“Baby app”, incomplete product

Navigation is not user friendly

Lack of personalization features

Lack of engagement with users



PROTOTYPE PHASE
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CONCEPT POSTER

Problem
 How can we increase app 
engagement & user engagement and  
with Red Bull TV app? 

Solution
 By introducing user-generated 
content produced by serious amateur 
athletes seeking sponsorship. 



PITCH
 Imagine you get to do the activities that you truly love to do,  go on incredible trips, be given the best 
equipment out there, and be paid for all of these?   The answer is YES!  You can have it all by becoming a 
professional sponsored athlete.

Red Bull Training Ground app was designed for serious athletes who are currently 
dissatisfied with the lack of one centralized social media platform tailored to meet their needs.  

This app would allow athletes to showcase their talent, learn new skills from 
professionals, connect with other athletes, grow followers 
base,  and eventually - find SPONSORSHIP
Unlike other social media platforms that are flooded with irrelevant content, the Red Bull Training Grounds 

app would become a single hub for all serious athletes that would differentiate 
them from beginners in the sporting community. 
hip and a career.



PROTOTYPE DOCUMENTATION 

From paper to prototype in 
InVison - the app design is kept 
simple & streamlined to 
encourage insights & new ideas 
from the testers. 



RESEARCH PLAN PART 2 - TRELLO BOARD

 Capture an image of your digital project management tool...Trello, AirTable, etc. 



RESEARCH PLAN & INTERVIEW GUIDE 2

Objective
-  to learn athletes thoughts 

on the TG app as a whole 
and to test their navigation 
through the prototype. 

Method
- Participatory Activity

Recruitment
-  Athletes 18-35 y.o. 

interested in Sponsorship



INTERVIEW 1 - JAMES

QUOTES
- “I’d sign up to promote myself and attract new 

customers in my area”

PAIN POINTS
- Unable to communicate with potential clients 

via the app

IMPROVEMENTS
- Communication flow between the athletes and 

viewers
Personal Trainer



INTERVIEW 2 - AMANDA

QUOTES
“I knew people can get paid for playing esports 
but there is so much confusing information 
online on what the process is”

PAIN POINTS
- Unable to tag sponsors 
- Is Red Bull the only Sponsor thru this app?

IMPROVEMENTS
- Visibility of other Sponsors
- Ability to tag other Sponsors

Interested to play eSports professionally



INTERVIEW 3 - JACOB

QUOTES
- “I’d use this app to network with other 

runners and train together” 

PAIN POINTS
- No Nutrition channel
- No meetup option

IMPROVEMENTS
- Think beyond Sports
- Add Events/Meetup feature

Marathons runner



RESULTS

What I have learned from the research
 Keeping up with the focus on social media for sponsorship is getting increasingly relevant for those 
who are seeking sponsorship.  The main message from the athletes that I interviewed is that they are 
confused with many options currently on the market that are not precisely tailored to their specific 
needs. All of them welcomed idea of the centralized hub for serious athletes where they can receive 
relevant content from professionals, showcase their talent, and be noticed by the Sponsors. 

Possible directions for improving prototype
There are many ways in which this prototype should be updated and improved. I will highlight the 
main takeaways from the interviews: 

- Meetup function
- Streamlined communication between members of the app
- Think beyond just Sports - Nutrition, Diet, etc channels can be added
- Ability to tag Sponsors 



FINAL PRESENTATION
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Through my live research, I’ve discovered that even though my 
interviewees were excited about the free great quality content available 

on the RB TV app,  just the content itself was not 
convincing enough for these users to 
want to download and retain the app

Problem



INTERVIEW HIGHLIGHTS

“The content is 
great but I’m not 
that into sports”

Eric, 26 years old

Surfs

Works at Apple

“I already have way 
too many apps on 
my phone”

Andrew, 34 years old

Biker & marathon runner

Developer

“I would be more 
interested if I were 
an athlete”

May, 32 years old

Gym, boxing, hiking

CPA
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Introduce USER-MADE CONTENT 
created by those who want to become 
PROFESSIONAL PAID ATHLETES
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Solution



This can be accomplished via a separate RED BULL 
TRAINING GROUNDS app
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Designed specifically for the sporting community & 
especially the athletes that are seeking to excel their 

skills & find sponsorship



PROTOTYPE



SIGN IN PAGE 

- Connect through 
social media 
account 

- Answer few 
basic questions
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Place your screenshot here



BROWSE VIDEOS

- Receive relevant content
- Follow
- Endorse
- Share
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Place your screenshot here



NETWORK

- Follow RB Pro Athletes to 
receive relevant content

- Network with other athletes
- Form training groups
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Aspiring Athletes profiles

PRO Athletes profiles

Groups & Teams



ENDORSEMENTS

- Endorse an athlete for 
their skill
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ATHLETE’S PROFILE 
PAGE

- Access profile page

- View athlete’s content 
and stats



ENDORSEMENTS STATS

- Look up athletes’ endorsement 
statistics in selected sport
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The TRAINING GROUNDS app can 
benefit millions of users - 
professionals & amateurs in sports 
industry worldwide



“I’d use it to 
promote myself as 
a personal trainer”

“Would post 
training videos for 
my clients”
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“Networking with other 
runners like me”

“It is encouraging to 
see other athletes’ 
journey to their 
success”

“I always watch and 
learn new tricks 
from other players”



!

   Proposal

● Build a test app based off the prototype
● Market this platform as a career 

development tool for aspiring athletes
● Watch the app engagement and user 

retention grow! 
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